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 Getting Started / Intro / Introduction Red Alert 2 (also known as RTS/Wargame) is a real-time strategy game.. The campaign is split into 15 missions. That makes the game roughly 25 hours long. To get some money, you will need to complete all missions and a couple of campaign missions. 1. How to unlock all units 2. How to unlock all missions 3. Unlocking campaign missions. The AI is really
dumb. It keeps losing units to mines and crappy traps. The selection screen doesn't do anything. You need to go through each map's sequence of events. When you do, you will want to go to the hillside as quickly as possible. It will speed up some of the stuff that happens. You need to complete mission 3 first and the campaign first. This will unlock all the units in the game. I actually started the game
and had no money. I made it to the second map, but didn't play any further. TIP: I played the game on Multiplayer with three friends. We split up the missions. One person took point, another took cover, and the third brought the units. 1. Unit Selection The Unit Selection menu is at the top of the screen. You can choose the units you want to use and the amount of units you have. You can also view

your current progress. Tip: You can save units to the unit selection screen. When you return, the units you saved will be there. You can't play any missions if you are low on resources. As long as you have enough resources, you can play any mission. You can get them from enemy vehicles that you kill or you can buy them from the Supply Centres. Tip: You can build Supply Centres if you don't want to
spend resources. To build one, select one of your settlements and there will be a marker by the building. You will need money to build Supply Centres. They are designed to hold resources. 2. Missions There are 15 missions. They are split into 6 categories. These are: Missions with air support Missions without air support Missions with nuclear weapons Missions without nuclear weapons Missions with

special units Missions without special units TIP: You need to complete the first missions first. These missions also count as campaign missions. Each category is split into 3-6 missions. If you complete a mission with your opponent, you will need to do the same mission against their units 82157476af
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